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ABSTRACT

The Pan-STARRS proje t omprises a omplex, interlo king set of sub-systems, of whi h the Gigapixel
Camera (GPC1) was deemed to be the most hallenging. We were able to design and build GPC1 (in luding
dete tors) in four years without signi ant false steps, and it has been operating for two years now without
signi ant failure or downtime.
1. INTRODUCTION

The Pan-STARRS proje t omprises a omplex, interlo king set of sub-systems, and the Gigapixel Camera (GPC1) itself is a omplex, interlo king set of subsystems omprising dete tors, ryostat, ontroller, and
software, with onsiderable supporting infrastru ture and interfa es to the rest of the proje t. Many details
have been published elsewhere [1℄. Below we des ribe ea h of these subsystems in turn. Fig. 1 illustrates the
amera.

Figure 1: GPC1 in solid model and a tual hardware.
Pan-STARRS's mission pla ed major demands on the amera's performan e. Pan-STARRS an only
survey the sky to the requisite depth by produ ing and riti ally sampling a sub-ar se ond point spread
fun tion (PSF) over a large area, whi h translates to a need for at least a billion pixels. The rapid aden e
and the short exposures required to avoid trailing of asteroids mandated that the readout time of the amera
be short, well less than the  30 se ond exposure times. We wanted high red sensitivity for many s ien e
goals as well as read noise signi antly less than the Poisson statisti s from the sky. Other requirements
su h as mass, volume, sti ness, durability were also a hallenge.
2. DETECTORS

The need to read out many pixels in a short amount of time without ompromising noise performan e
di tates that we read out through many hannels. We de ided that a devi e that is 50  50 mm, subdivided
into a he kerboard of 8  8 independent CCDs, dubbed \ ells" would suit our needs. The full devi e is
alled a \orthogonal transfer array", OTA. The fo al plane and the OT fun tion is shown in Fig. 2. The full
fo al plane has an 8  8 array of OTAs.
Our desire was to address all ells independently and simultaneously, but time and ost mandated that
we nd a way to multiplex the 64 ells from a single devi e into 8 hannels only. Mike Cooper and Barry
Burke at MIT Lin oln Laboratory (MITLL) designed NMOS logi into the gaps between ells on the OTA
that allow us to address the parallel gates for harge transfer or else lat h in standby gate potentials to hold
a umulating harge xed, and to sele tively onne t the output from a ell onto a bus ommon to an entire
olumn of ells. We therefore have 8 output hannels per OTA and read it out row-by-row. (Continued,
ensuing development has brought us lose to the point of being able to address all 64 ells independently.)
The s ien e that Pan-STARRS wanted to pursue was heavily weighted to the red end of the spe trum,

and we therefore wanted as mu h quantum eÆ ien y (QE) at 1 um as possible. Of ourse the devi es are
ba k illuminated, meaning the sili on is thinned and light admitted from the to the ba k of the dete tor,
away from the gates and buried hannel. High QE in the visible infra-red is a hieved by making the devi e
as thi k as possible be ause the photon absorption length be omes very long as the energies approa h the
bandgap. A very thi k devi e may not be fully depleted if the ele tri eld from the gate potential an be
mat hed by removal of free harge arriers in the sili on, unless we apply a bias ele tri eld by putting a
potential on the ba k side of the dete tor. Even so, harge reated at the ba k side will undergo some lateral
di usion as it migrates down to the harge olle tion hannel, with an extent that goes as square root of
di usion time or square root of ele tri eld. On the other hand, we opted for pixels of only 10 um in order
to sample the PSF well and to minimize ost per pixel. We therefore met the trade-o between thi kness
and substrate bias by hoosing to thin the devi es to 75 um and apply a substrate bias of about 8 V. This
gives us about 30% QE at 1 um, harge di usion of about 4 um RMS, and a reasonably low level of bright
defe ts whose urrent goes exponentially with substrate bias.
We give up some ll fa tor be ause of the gaps between ells, and although we have designed the pa kage
to be 4-side buttable, there is inevitable loss in the gaps between devi es. Our goal was to ex eed 90% ll
fa tor that we have not quite a hieved be ause of ex essive defe ts in the devi es we were able to produ e.
Our produ tion onsisted of a test lot of wafers, the CCID45, two produ tion lots of wafers, the CCID58,
and a ess to a third produ tion lot. The devi es work quite well, although there are some short omings.
The read noise is about 6 e at 0.5 Mpix/se where we expe ted 4, the in iden e of bad ells, bright defe ts,
and the yield were worse than we had hoped, and Lots 1 and 2 of the CCI58 had a problem with radiation
damage during et hing that badly degraded the harge transfer eÆ ien y and dark urrent at the outer
parts of the wafers, manifesting itself as a \bad orner" in ea h devi e. The make-up, third, produ tion
lot permitted us to repla e the 20 worst devi es in the fo al plane. Despite the imperfe tions we have an
ex ellent fo al plane for s ien e.
The CCD pa kage is a relatively thin pie e of molybdenum that arries an alumina erami ir uit tu ked
underneath between three mounting pads. The wire bonds from the OTA atta h to the erami on top and
a pin grid array on the bottom atta hes to a exprint ir uit. We have found that the molybdenum is too
thin and too poor a CTE mat h to sili on, so the pa kaged OTA bows upward when it ools. We therefore
dish ea h molybdenum surfa e before sili on atta hment so that it will be at at the operating temperature.
We require an overall atness of 20 um in order not to ompromise the quality of the fo us. The thermal
problems and the diÆ ulty in adjusting the three mounting pads require that we improve the pa kage for
GPC2.
3. CRYOSTAT

The dark urrent of a CCD is far higher than the night sky at room temperature, so the CCDs must

Figure 2: Carbon Fiber fo al plane (left), fully populated GPC1 fo al plane (middle). The four gates in an
orthogonal transfer CCD permit image orre tion in all four dire tions (right).

be ooled to about 200 K. This, of ourse, ne essitates installation of the CCDs in a va uum ryostat. In
prin iple su h a ryostat is straightforward. In pra ti e GPC1 had some unusual hallenges be ause of the
very large fo al plane (400 mm), the need to make the ryostat both light and sti , the need to get thousands
of ele tri al onne tions out of the ryostat, and the use of in-situ diagnosti apparatus with whi h to test
and maintain the health of the system. The opti al design of Pan-STARRS pla ed the last lens about 200 mm
in front of the dete tor, and this is used as our ryostat window. It sits in a lens ell on a seat that has an
oring as a va uum seal.
Below the lens ell is the \Ante hamber" that serves as a spa er as well as the atta hment to the teles ope.
The teles ope interfa e is via the \lower ass ore" (LCC) whi h is a welded steel stru ture with four feet.
Sin e the ryostat is aluminum we needed a exure between the LCC and the Ante hamber, and the LCC
also required us to provide a sti ening tie between the feet. This is the fun tion of the \iron ring" (FeRIT)
that is guided into onne tion with the LCC via a pin and slotted pin, and that has four titanium exures
and aluminum posts in ea h orner to the Ante hamber.
The third large omponent is the GPC1 body, that arries the devi es on a arbon ber, honey omb
plate, again atta hed to the aluminum body via exures in order not to reate thermal stress. The GPC1
body has 16 rigid- ex boards, potted through opposite side plates, that provide the ele tri al atta hments
for ea h devi e. On the other two sides we mounted a pair of CTI-1050 helium ryo ooler heads to ool the
devi es.
Unlike most ryostats, GPC1's fo al plane is so large that is is impra ti al to mount the devi es on a
plate that an be onsidered isothermal | the radiative heat loads are uneven and many heat paths would
have to be provided to obtain anything near isothermality for the devi es. Instead, we hose to build the
arbon ber support (Fig. 2) so as to insulate the devi es from ea h other as mu h as possible, and then
use an independent thermal path for ea h to the CTI heads. The heat load on ea h devi e is about 2 W
(approximately evenly split between radiative load and power dissipation by the ampli ers), and we therefore
need a onsiderable thermal resistan e between devi e at 200 K and CTI head at 70K. We regulate the
temperature on ea h devi e by hanging its power dissipation by altering drain voltage when the ampli er is
not alled on for readout. The oldest parts of the thermal path are behind a single layer of radiation shield.
The va uum integrity of the ryostat is quite good | it will hold below 1 mtorr (i.e. negligible ondu tive
heat load) for many months. Steady va uum degradation is inevitable be ause of permeation through the
many orings (we have about 400 in hes of oring in total), but sin e the primary gas that di uses is water,
we use a room temperature zeolite getter, as well as 30 g of a tivated har oal at 80 K.
We have equipped GPC1 with a number of important auxiliary features. We have a deployable Sha kHartmann head that an be brought out from the side into the eld of view, asting a Sha k-Hartmann set
of spots onto the fo al plane when a star is guided into its entran e aperture. On the head we have put 9
olored LEDs and a photodiode, and we have provided a means of deploying an Fe-55 xray sour e if desired.
These are extremely helpful for measuring and optimizing ampli er gain and CCD performan e within the
ryostat, on the mountain. We also use a novel opti al arrangement of lens and al ite in two orners of the
fo al plane that reates above- and below-fo us adja ent donuts out of ea h star falling within their eld of
view. This instantly tells us the quality of fo us when an image has been read out. Lastly, we have pla ed
a few pinholes on the Sha k-Hartmann head that an image the opti al train above the amera and dete t
glints and stray light paths.
4. CONTROLLER

Be ause we read out 512 hannels simultaneously, and be ause of some of the unusual features of the
OTAs (four gates for parallel transfer, logi signals) we needed to develop a ustom ontroller for running
the CCDs. Our goal was to build a ontroller that ould \live the the shadow" of the devi es it servi es,
permitting in nite tiling. As it happened, the teles ope learan e was small enough that we needed to bend
the ontrollers to the side instead of pa king them underneath, but in prin iple we ould make an arbitrarily
large fo al plane. The layout of the fo al plane and the onne tion to the ontrollers is illustrated in Fig. 3.
Ea h ontroller hassis is about 4  7  12 in hes, and in ludes 4 board sets, ea h of that an run 2 OTAs,
as seen in Fig. 4. Thus a single hassis runs a 2  4 blo k of OTAs. The signals emerging from a 1  4 blo k

of OTA exprints pass through a rigid- ex board, through the ryostat wall, and then to a pair of board
sets.
The board sets omprise a preamp board, a \DAQ3U board" that provides biases and lo ks as well
as AD9826 A/D onverters, and a \FPGA board" that has a Virtex 2-PRO FPGA, enough laptop DDR
memory to store a readout, and a gigabit ethernet interfa e. These are shown s hemati ally in Fig. 5 and
the boards themselves in Fig. 6. A power distribution board below the rigid- ex provides power to the
hassis, and the entire assembly of four board sets is guided by a pair of rods. Some e ort was expended to
ensure that the pre ision and toleran es were adequate that the entire hassis ould be safely plugged and
unplugged.
The ontrollers on the side of GPC1 are ased in a boxes on ea h side that draw in ooling air from the
bottom and eje t it through a gly ol- ooled heat ex hanger on the top, thereby delivering all the heat from
the ontrollers into the gly ol stream instead of the dome air.
Our AD9826 A/D onverters are 16 bit, 10 MHz, three olor devi es. At present we use just one hannel
and sample ea h of pedestal and signal four times, as seen in Fig. 5. The averaging and subtra tion of these
data values are performed in the FPGA, and a single, orrelated double sample value is staged and passed
via ethernet to our \pixelservers". We regard the use of ommodity memory and ethernet to be a signi ant
strength of our \STARGRASP" ontroller, sin e it reates a lot of exibility at low ost, and uses a standard,

Figure 3: Fo al plane, rigid ex, and ontroller layout.

Figure 4: Controller and OTA form fa tors (dimensions in in hes).

non-real-time interfa e proto ol for ommuni ations. We ommonly run a ontroller hassis with essentially
any, heap laptop omputer.
The ethernet traÆ from the ontrollers is passed down individual 1GE bers to a 10GE swit h. Ea h
ontroller has its own IP address, and the swit h allows us to make an essentially arbitrary mapping of pixel
servers to ontroller boardsets. Fig. 7 shows the basi layout
5. SOFTWARE

GPC1 is an integrated system, and the software is at least as important and diÆ ult as the hardware.
There are ve layers of interfa es to the GPC1 Pan-STARRS amera system, ea h built on the next layer
below:



A. S ript Level
The highest level of or hestration is urrently handled by s ripts, primarily for ease of development. The
s ripts use toolkit level ommands (often, many in parallel) to ontrol a group of ontroller boardsets.



B. Toolkit Level
The STARGRASP toolkit onsists of C programs. Toolkit programs an be invoked on any host with
the ability to onne t to the ontroller using IP over Ethernet. The most important tools in the toolkit
are those whi h re eive log messages, boot the ontroller, send arbitrary ommands, and retrieve FITS
images. Additional engineering tools exist to visualize and optimize noise performan e and generate
lo king patterns.



C. STARGRASP C Libraries

Figure 5: STARGRASP board set blo k diagram (left), and a multiple sampling example (right).

Figure 6: Preampli er, DAQ3U, and FPGA boards.

Ea h of the toolkit tools are built on a set of C API Libraries. If in appli ation is adversely a e ted by
pro esses starting and stopping, a monolithi or persistent server pro ess an be easily implemented
using these APIs.



D. Controller So ket Commands
The STARGRASP C libraries must a omplish all ontroller ommuni ation through a TCP so ket on
the ontroller's port 915 (by default.) The majority of these ommands are sent by using grasp md()
(the C fun tion, or the toolkit tool.) grasp md is a pass-through to the extensive list of ommands
that the ontroller supports at the so ket level. For diagnosti s, many of these ommands an also be
typed manually if a serial onsole is onne ted to the ontroller, and most an be sent intera tively
with "telnet" or "n ". A ommand exists to ontrol ea h analog and digital fun tion of the ontroller.



E. Registers and Clo king Instru tions
Registers and Clo king Instru tions are the lowest level API. All ontroller so ket level ommands are
implemented in C ode whi h modi es these registers, and/or writes instru tions to the lo king engine
pro essor.

Within the FPGA we run HDL whi h supports onstru ts alled the \math engine" and \ lo king engine"
(Fig. 8). The Virtex2Pro FPGA operates at 2 levels. The PowerPC405 is running a kernel that allows for
high speed ontrol and data ommuni ation over gigabit Ethernet. This level of software also interfa es
and ontrols a lower level of embedded fun tionality that provides high speed programmable lo king of the
OTAs. This hardware des ription language based \Clo king Engine" design is a ommand FIFO stru ture
that exe utes the following ommand set and provides repeatable, pre ise timing:







Delay for pre ise amount of time
Wait for external trigger (syn )
Set voltages (biases, lo k levels)
Do 1 or more parallel lo king sequen e
Do 1 or more serial+video lo king sequen e

Figure 7: System Blo k Diagram.




Sele t ells (by manipulating. digital output lines)
Shift ells during integration (OT orre tion)

A software GUI has been developed to aid in the optimization and test of the di erent types of CCDs.
Named Cestlavie (Fig. 9), it allows an operator to graphi ally load, edit, save and real time download a CCD
lo king pattern to the STARGRASP ontroller.
Data ommuni ation throughput a ross the Gigabit Ethernet link have been ex ellent. 400 to 600Mbits
per se ond speeds are a hieved with a UDP proto ol through ommer ial network swit hes. The large
SDRAM memory on board is apable of bu ering multiple devi e images and removes the need for real time
data transport.

Figure 8: Clo king Engine on eptual diagram.

Figure 9: Cestlavie GUI

We use what we all \video mode" on designated ells that does a rapid readout of a small area ontaining
a bright star without any shuttering. Of ourse we in ur slight trailing, to the extent that the parallel lo king
is slower than the integration time, and we are subje t to other bright stars ontributing harge in the readout
or erase region of the small area. By hoosing appropriately bright and isolated stars this is not usually a
problem. This mode gives us the ability to monitor a star's lo ation at up to 30 Hz, and we use this signal
for guiding. We typi ally designate 20{30 star ells for video during an exposure, and we analyze the mean
position of all the stars relative to the start of exposure for o set and rotation. The o set signal we low-pass
lter and post to the teles ope for orre tive guide o sets.
We al ulate a number of \value-added produ ts" that make eÆ ient observing possible, for example we
display binned-by-64 jpeg thumbnail images, noise images, guiding strip- harts, et . We identify all saturated
stars and bright defe ts in ea h frame that is re orded, also olle ting a set of unsaturated stars. From these
we al ulate image quality jpegs (image size, image elongation). There are so many ells and ampli ers in
the fo al plane ( 3500) that it is often the ase that the patterns that appear are more diagnosti of image
quality and amera health than just the mean values themselves.
6. AUXILIARY

Of ourse an e ort of this s ale required development of an extensive infrastru ture. Apart from equipping
a lab, we built a sequen e of three test ameras for devi e and ontroller testing. The largest test amera,
TC3, is half the size of GPC1 and gave us the opportunity to design and verify many of the enabling
te hnologies. We built an extensive dete tor \Test Ben h" that provided a ompletely automated, thorough
set of signals for devi e evaluation and optimization.
A gantry mi ros ope gave us a 30  20  8 in h volume we an measure to 1 um using a long fo us
mi ros ope obje tive and digital amera. This was essential for determining the as-built thi knesses and
pro les of the dete tors, and adjusting their pads to bring their surfa e to the desired lo ation. Large
adjustments were required, both to bring the dete tor surfa e to where we thought the opti al fo al surfa e
would be, and then to adjust it to where we measured the opti al fo al surfa e to be on e we had assembled
and ollimated the entire teles ope.
7. PERFORMANCE

The performan e of GPC1 has been quite satisfa tory, if not perfe t. We initially installed GPC1 on the
teles ope in August 2007 and has operated without any signi ant problem for two years. We brought it
ba k to Manoa brie y in Feb 2008 while the primary mirror supports were being reworked, and used the time
to improve the ooling housing around the ontrollers and power supplies. During this two year operation
we have had many power failures, a melted power onne tor, loss of ooling on many o asions. The fa t
that no dete tor su ered any damage and the ontrollers were una e ted is a testament to the thought and
e ort put into basi , good engineering pra ti es not detailed here.
The radio frequen y interferen e (RFI) on Haleakala is quite serious. Prior to removal of some broad ast
antennas the eld strength was as mu h as 1 V/m, near- eld and unimpeded by Pan-STARRS's berglas
dome. This aused as mu h as 50 e interferen e noise in TC3, but areful design and phasing redu ed this
to about 2.5 e for GPC1. The worst o ending antennas have now been relo ated, but it is still a very high
RFI zone, and enduring RFI seems to be an unavoidable ost of an observatory on Haleakala.
The va uum performan e of the ryostat has been as designed and satisfa tory. We an go many months
with a good enough va uum that we have negligible ondu tive heat load and negligible ondensation on the
devi e surfa e. There have been enough opportunities reated by bad weather or teles ope work to warm
up the ryostat and repump.
The dete tor performan e has been adequate. The QE is about what we expe ted and ex eeds our
requirements. Most of the ells have a full well in ex ess of 50 ke , but ells a e ted by the orner problem
are onsiderably worse. This does not quite meet our requirement, but is a eptable. Similarly, the noise at
0.5 Mpix/se is 6.5 e or less for most ells. This does not meet our requirements, and auses the signal to
noise of our shortest, bluest exposures to be 25% worse than expe ted. We have not been able to unravel
why the ampli ers are noisier than expe ted | unfortunately progress on that front tends to run in quanta
of lot runs and $1M.

Our readout and save time is 8 se onds at 0.5 Mpix/se . While this is onsiderably slower than we had
hoped for, it is a ompromise between read time and noise, and appears to be an a eptable overhead loss
for our survey programs.
We have a larger loss of area from bad ells and bright defe ts than we had hoped. While within our
spe i ations and only amounting to a few per ent in ll fa tor, it is disappointing. The OTA bad orners
have been alluded to. The \ion implant laser anneal" pro ess by whi h the thinned devi es are annealed
passivated appears to be the ause of most of the bright defe ts. It is as yet unknown what the exa t damage
me hanism is, nor what aspe t of that pro ess at MITLL auses the problems.
We have some dete tor artifa ts that are self-in i ted by our ontroller. We see line-by-line bias o sets,
sometimes dramati ally di erent in some OTAs, that appear to be aused by an imperfe t zero point restore.
We must reapply this zero point in ea h row of pixels read out be ause the ross talk from many hundreds
of lo k signals and ampli ers is manageable until it drifts in time. This \streaky" e e t an largely be
removed by a line-by-line bias orre tion, that for some OTAs requires a res aling of the pedestal signal
by a few per ent and a quisition of a pre-s an bias level as well as post-s an. Although annoying, these
horizontal streaks an be mitigated almost perfe tly by a ombination of data olle tion method and a bit
of post-pro essing.
Another artifa t arises be ause the parallel gate voltages must be more positive than the NMOS logi
signals, and we designed the ontroller to provide only positive logi signals. Sin e we annot therefore invert
the surfa e of the CCD, the harge from a star that is grossly saturated gets into long-lived traps and leaves a
\persisten e burn". This manifests itself as a streak upwards from the saturated star, as the harge from the
star's lo ation leaks into the pixels being lo ked by, but also in ensuing frames as a streak downwards from
the star, be ause the huge harge pa ket was dragged a ross those pixels during readout. We are preparing
to e e t the proper, long term solution of modifying the ontroller to provide negative logi signals, but in
the meantime we have implemented a routine in software that dete ts, ts, and orre ts these persisten e
features. The quality of the orre tion is mostly spe ta ularly good, but the sky is a big pla e, and not
knowing whether a feature is a line of stars or galaxies, the routine has to be onservative and sometimes
misses trails or leaves behind artifa ts.
There are some glints and ex ess s attered light that we are trying to tra k down and x. GPC1 has
three baes, one above the entran e window, one in the middle, and one just above the fo al plane, but
there are many surfa es left polished to minimize radiative load that apparently an be illuminated by light
s attered above into unexpe ted angles. The most egregious problems have been xed by improving the
teles ope baing, but some yet remain.
In De ember 2008 we brought the amera ba k to Manoa for two months in order to repla e the 20
devi es with the worst \bad orners" with ones from the Lot 3 newly delivered to the IFA. By this time
we had also measured very signi ant ( 100 um), unanti ipated di eren es between the fo al surfa e and
dete tor surfa e. We did not know at the time whether this was primarily an opti s e e t or movement of the
dete tors or arbon ber fo al plane, but subsequent metrology of the dete tor surfa e and understanding
of the opti s make it lear that the di eren e was primarily an opti s e e t. Fortunately it was a relatively
simple (albeit extremely painstaking and dangerous) task to disassemble the entire fo al plane, adjust all
60 devi e's tilt and piston, and reassemble to follow the as-measured fo al surfa e. GPC1 went ba k on the
teles ope in Feb 2009 and has operated without signi ant problem sin e.
Some on erns have been raised about exures and hysteresis e e ts that were thought perhaps to arise
from the LCC/GPC1 interfa e. As yet we do not have a omplete pi ture of whether there are motions in
ex ess of the FEA design, but the M2 support is now thought to be the proximate ause of these e e ts.
This issue highlights how omplex the Pan-STARRS system really is, and how hard it an be to tra k down
and x problems.
8. GPC2

We are in the pro ess of designing GPC2 for the Pan-STARRS2 teles ope, to be installed initially in
the adja ent dome to Pan-STARRS1. We expe t to build a near- opy of the teles ope, and GPC1 has
proved su essful enough that we anti ipate only minor hanges for GPC2. Some of the hanges in lude

slight sti ening of a few of the exures and me hani al omponents, level shifters for the logi , repla ement
of the rigid- ex boards (the primary sour e of ross-talk) with exprint, more internal bla kening (at the
ost of in reased radiative load), and better ontroller ooling. We have found that the ability to image up
the opti al train is extremely valuable and will repla e the pinholes with a lens for better resolution and
brightness.
With MITLL we are in the pro ess of designing a new OTA that will in orporate the best features of the
CCID58s in GPC1 while making some minor improvements. We are also in the pro ess of designing a new
pa kage for the GPC2 devi es that features AlN and invar for an ex ellent CTE thermal mat h to sili on,
and di erent onne torization. Although the new pa kage design was based on building to a perfe t dete tor
surfa e, we do believe that we must allow for three point adjustability of tilt and piston be ause we annot
risk the possibility that the opti s will provide an out of spe fo al surfa e.
The total development and onstru tion time for GPC1 was about four years and onsumed about 30
person-years of labor, $2M in parts and infrastru ture, and about $3M for dete tors. The total development
and produ tion time for the dete tors was 5 years. Fig. 10 shows what the system ost in terms of money
and time on e the NRE is removed.

Figure 10: Cost breakdown for GPC1 (left) and approximate produ tion times for various major subsystems.
Note that this ex ludes non-re urring engineering ost.
We hope for GPC2 to be able to obtain the dete tors required in less than 2 years for less than $2M,
but this is highly dependent on produ tion yield and fabri ation diÆ ulties. We expe t to reprodu e the
ryostat and ontrollers for about $1M in hardware and approximately 8 person-years in labor, we hope the
net ost of GPC2 will be approximately $4M and that we an produ e it in 2 years.
Almost all of the un ertainty in budget and s hedule arises from the dete tor pro urement. Large,
astronomy-quality CCDs remain something of a bla k art, and we have been fortunate in having the expertise
of our partners at MITLL. While we expe t to maintain that relationship in the foreseeable future, we are
developing a se ond sour e for dete tors in order to augment our apability to produ e many more GPC
ameras as demand for them arises from the Pan-STARRS proje t or other needs.
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